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Demolition done
Robel Packing Plant meets
its demise. Recreation fields
planned for site.
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Multi-talented Minnema
Former SGS volleyball
standout Swen Minnema
takes on track and field.
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City Council pa,sses parking permit resolution
by Pat Christman
Assistant photo editor
Commuting students at SCS
arc about to have a li ttle more
competition for parking as a
result of Monday·s St. Cloud
City Council meeting.
A resolution passed by the
C ity Council Monday wi ll
create a permit parki ng zone
on
Ramsey
Place
and

Highbanks Place and porti ons
of Third Avenue South and
Fourth Avenue South. This is
in additio n to the time-limit
parking already in place in the
area.
The resolution will go into
effect as soon as the signs get
put up in the area said John
Dolentz, city engi neer.
The original resolution
heard by the council o n Dec.

18 included only Highbanks
Place. That resolution was
tabled so similar ·resolu tions
coul d be heard concerning
Thi rd Avenue South and
Fourth Avenue South and
Ramsey Place.
The resolution was passed
after two meetings of heated
debate between students and
residents of the area. Robert
Becker, SCS political science

Dynamic political duo speaks,
addresses student concerns
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor
Two political heavyweights made an
impromptu tag-team speech Wednesday at

scs.
U.S. Sen. Paul Wellstone, D-Minn. ,
came to SCS Wednesday to speak with
students in a question-and-answer
discussion. His appearance was sponsored
by the Public Admin istration Club.
The discussion was scheduled to take
place in the SI. Croix Room in Atwood
Memorial Center, but the room quickly
filled and exceeded capacity. The
discussion was moved to the stairs outside
of the Atwood Little Theatre and attendees
fill ed the East Lounge. More than 100
people attended the event.
Because of the high turnoul for the
Well slone speech, a presentation by local
legislators was cancelled and Rep. Joe
Opatz, DFL-St. Clqud, joined We\lstone on
the steps to answer questions in a tag-team
discussion with s1udents, professors and
members of the community.
Wellstone first 1hanked the Public
Administration Club for hav ing an
interpreter for any deaf or hard-of-hearing
people in the audience.
He then jumped imo 1hrec sets of issues:
political reform, a lopsided economy and
the federa l budget.
Changing the way lobbyists · coriduct
their business is an important issue for
We\lstone, he said. Another is making sure
senators and representatives. regardless of

professor, and Paul Hoffman,
Highbanks Place · resident, led
the debate on behalf of the
residents of the area. SCS
sen ior Greg M ielke, the
Student Government liaison to
the City Council, represented
the students' concerns in the
fo nn of a resoluti on passed by
the Stude nt Government last
week.
Mielke read the resolution to

the City Council, which cited
the
lack
of
student
representation, the lack of
adequate parking on campus
and the history of vandali sm in
K- and Q-Lots as ce nt ral
prob lems that need to be
addressed ~fore the passing of
the City Council's reso lution.

See Parking/Page 3

Studious stroll

their party, are 001 taking money from
special interest groups for traveling
expenses.
"Finally, and we haven't done this yet, is
really changing the way we finance
campaigns, getting a lot of the big money
out of pol itics." Wcllstone said .
A lopsided economy, which Wellstone
corr~ lared to lhe first point, is a problem in
the United States . He used the example of
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
stock skyrocketing on Wall Street as a
result of 40,000 workers being laid off.
The top I percent of people in this
country are making money from people
geu ing laid off, he said.
"The rising tide is not lifting all boats
any longer," Wel lstone said. "It did up until
about 20 years ago, but the rising tide
seems to be rising the yachts and the big
boats."
The middle class is feeling 1he economic
squeeze and taking the brunt of it. Young
families with chi ldren and college students
are fac ing a job-st ructu red economic
cl imate with less hope than in the past,
Wel\stone said.
Many of the jobs that are out there are
ones that people can not count on to make
ends meet, and this is a critical issue for the
United States.
"That just i ives people the sense that
they are ripped off," he said.

See Wellstone/Page 6

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor ·

A student strolls to class Wednesday across the skyway between
Mathematics and Sciences Building and Brown Hall.

SGS adds Braille room numbers, complies with federal guidelines
by Dana Niebert
Staff writer

Students may have noticed li ttle changes around
Stewart Hall lately.
The old room number plates arc being taken down
and replaced with ones equipped with Braille. Other
changes made around campus students may have
noticed are new doors, door handles an d door
operators.
Why the change? Steve Ludwig, assistant vice
president of facilities management, gives two reasons.

Briefs - 3

Commentary- 4

The first reason is a slate-wide initiative called Access
'92. which has a budget that will allow for all state
fac ilities to increase access to bui ldings fo r people with
disabili ties. The second reason is so SCS will fall
under compliance of the Americans with Disabil ities
Act.
"ADA compl iance is generally ·a good thing," said
Lee Bird, ass istant vice president of Studen1 Life and
Developmen t.
According to ADA measures. buildings must be
accessible by all people, regardless of ability. This
includes having signs · posted wi th Braille at certain

Business - 7

Sports -

9

places on the wall, at certain heights and with certai'n
graphics.
Ludwig said things were started in the summer and
are moving along and nearing completion. but more
work wi ll be done next summer. The goal is 10 have the
entire campus accessible, regardless of possible usage.
"There may be areas where a particular sign may not
be used," Ludwig said, but added that si nce one can
never tell when someone might need to use a sign, ii
would be best to have the entire campus covered.

Diversions -13

See Signs/Page 15
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Robel Packing Plant meets its demise
Recreation fields to occupy site ·
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor

recycled: foam insulation, iron, some of
the wood, they took off the steel door's and
frames, all that could be was recycled,"
Ludwig said. "The university took some
electrical refrigeration controls, valves and
reused those."
As part of the 1987 Comprehensive
Campus Development Plan , the university
boundary was pla~d at Fourth Street to
the north, the Mississippi River on the
east. the Landy Acquisition and 16th street
to the south and Fifth Avenue on the west.
The Landy acquisition was the purchase
of the Landy Packing Plari.t, which is the
property on the southernmost end of the
campus where Q-lot is located.
Half of the former Robel site i:S located
east of Third Avenue and half is located
west of Third Avenue. The western portion
of the property is K-lot.
The property in the area has seen _a great
transformation in the last IO to 20 years.
There used lo be a coal-fired Northern
Stales
Power
Company electrical
generating plant, a sewage treatment plant,
the Robel Packing plant, the Landy
Packing Plant and severa l greenhouses,
according to Ludwig.
Plans for the Robel site east of Third
Avenue include recreation fields for use by
the university and the community. "It
won't necessarily be that way this summer
because they won't be able to be doing the
final cleanup until this spring when the
frost is off the ground ," he said.
9ne of the greatest costs. in the project
will be hauling in black soil for
establi shing the turf in the three-and-a-half
acre recreational fields. "'It's a big area to
establish as turf," Ludwig said.

People on lheir way to Q-lot may notice
something in the area is missing.

Demolition began Dec . 15 on the Robel
Packing
Plant,
the
closed-down
slaughterhouse and meat packing plam on
the southern end of the campus. Prior to
the actual demolition, university work
crews went through the building and
salvaged material that could be re-used or

recycled, according to Steve Ludwig,
assistant vice president for facilities
management.

After the property was purchased, the
site needed to be assessed to determine
what kinds of materials were there,

Ludwig said. Asbestos. PGBs in electrical
transformers and live underground fuel

storage tanks were gradually removed
from the site.
"We had to do a fairly detailed
assessment of those, and first remove all of
the asbestos, remove the PCBs and then
start working on removing the tanks," he
said.
Five cubic yards of PCB-contaminated
soil was removed from the site and
dis)X)scd of. Ludwig said. "The rest of the
materials were either conventional
construction debris - and those were
easily disposed of in construction landfil1s
- or it was concrete."
The concrete will be crushed sometime
in the next 14 months and stockpiled as
aggregate for use in construction. Scrap
metal and other materials were also
sa lvaged from the site before the
demolition began.
'"All of the material that cou ld be

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer
A bulldozer stands amidst the rubble that was once the Robel
Packing Plant on the south end of the campus.

Southside relations: Part one

Factors strain relations between students, Southside residents
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
October 14, 1988.
A date which still lives in
infamy in the minds of many
whq reside near the SCS campus
on St. Cloud's Southside
neighborhood. On that night, a
confrontation between students
celebrating Homecoming and
the poli"ce turned violent as
students
ran
through
neighborhood
streets
overturning cars, setting fire to
garbage
dumpsters
and
vandalizing property.
The event was dubbed the
Homecoming Riots and helped
bring about a negative image of
SCS students that still lingers
among some of their Southside
neighbors.
To understand where relations
between
SCS
and
the
neighborhood surrounding it
stand today, it is necessary to
understand the tremendous
growth
the
school
has
undergone in recent years.
According to the SCS
Department
of Academic
Affairs, enrollment at the
university grew from 13,070
students in 1985 to 17,076 at its
peak in 1990. With that growth

came a need for more offcampus housing , and many of
the neighborhood's older houses
were either torn down to make
room for apartment complexes
or converted into student rental
units.
The result has been a
hodgepodge of older homes,
rental houses and apartment
complexes existing side by side
and a large increase in the
number of students residing in
neighborhood. Not everyone is
happy with the change. "I would
be ashamed sometimes to ask
you
to
live
in
this
neighborhood," said 30-year
resident Barbara Horman "to
SCS President Bruce Grube at a
recent forum sponsored by the
Neighborhood
University
Community Council. The forum
was designed to allow residents
to voice their frustrations in the
presence of university officials
concerning the vandali sm and
noise problems they say they
must endure.
"At least you have a place to
escape to when the workday is
over," Hannan said.
Though n,ost agree the
situation
has
improved
considerably since 1988, many
residents still must deal with
)

what's so impressive about
that."
Menhoves feels the SCS
administration has not dealt with
the actions of its students
effectively and would like to sec
the school take harsher action
against those caught committing
crimes in the neighborhood. He
said the university often tries to
most tension between residents excuse itself from the process on
and
the
studenis
and the basis of legality.
"I think the university is using
administration of SCS as we
the law to hide from their
begin the new year.
responsibility to deal with its
problem students," Menhoves
Crime
said. "I stress that it's a · small
The alcohol and noise that number of students, but the
come with large gatherings has university has constantly hid
led to many Southside residents behind the idea it can't do
waking up and finding damage anything."
to their property.
Dori Anderson, another longDavid Mcnhoves, who moved, time Southside resident, said she
into the neighborhood with his realizes there are limits to what
family in 1992, said he has the university can accomplish,
already had three trees snapped but added there are plenty of
in two, a $50 bird feeder things they could do if they were
destroyed and a basketball hoop so inclined , such as calling
bent over by people coming students charged with crimes in
from the downtown bars or for conferences and establishing
house parties.
probation for repeat offenders.
"People come out of those
parties and they cause damage,"
See Southside/Page 6
Mcnhovcs said. "They want to
impress their friends or
something, though I don't know

" People come out of those
parties and they cause damage."
-

David Menhoves
Southside resident

student rowdiness and are
frustrated with what they
perceive to be inaction on the
part of SCS in regard to the
issue. On the other hand, some
students say residents judge all
students by the actions of a few
and feel some of the things
being complained about are a
fact of life in neighborhoods
around any college or university.
"I'd like to meet somebody
who lived here before SCS came
into existence," SCS Student
Government President John
Skoog said. "r- don't see how
anyone could have and what
people have to realize is these
problems will be in any
university community, but it's
only a few students. We are
doing all we can to try and stop
it."
Presently, several specific
areas appear to be causing the
0

"
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Jobs available for
students this summer
Glader Park, Inc. is searching for 900 college students to

work this summer at Glacier National Park, located in
northwestern Monta;1a.
Jobs range in a wide variety of hotel pOsitions such as
receptionists,. ro.6-ril attendants, cooks and bus drivers. Many
students also have the opportunity to ,partiCipate in guest
entertainment, which indud~ theater productions: ;
Glacier Park, Inc. encourages students majOring in hotel
management, culinary arts, accounting, music or theater to
apply. Along with experience, students have the opportunity

to enjoy a number of ou tdoor activities including hiking,
riding and fishing.
For more infqrrnation or an application, contact Glacier
Park, Inc. at (602) 207-2620 or write Glacier Park, Inc., Dial
Tower, Phoenix, AZ, 85077-0924.

Eligible students receive
volunteer work credit
Volunteers are needed in the Rocori School District to
help with classes in English, science, reading and media.
Students are needed to help with both individual tutoring
and teacher and librarians assistance.
A new volunteer opportunity exists for students to work
within the Minnesota Correctional Facility working with the
Due Process office. Students studying criminal justice or
related fields are encouraged to pa r ticipate to become
acqua inted with the prison system. Students will need to
complete a background check to be approved for service.
To receive credit for volunteer work, students need to
regi~te_r the_(r_s~i:vjce hours w ith the Vol_unt.eer Link to be
included on their Student Activities Transcripts.
If interested in volunteering, contact Maribeth Swalley in
the SCS Volunteer Link Office in 1178 Atwood Memorial
Center or call 255-3117.

Parking:,rom Page 1
·'Students are being penalized
for a problem they didn't c reate.
These studen ts came here fo r an
education and they simpl y need
these streets to park," Mielke
said .
In response to the vandal ism
issue, council President Larry
Meyer said the vandalism
problem in that area has been a
problem fo r some time. but it is
SCS's prob lem and needs lO be
solved int~mally.
Mielke added that the permit
parking system needs to be
stud ied
before
its
implementatkm in the area . The
permit parking system is
already in place near the St
Cloud Technical College and
le nd s itself to study. Mielke
said.
Councilwoman Sonja Berg
said the Technical College area
is not a good place to study the
system and how it will affect
SCS. She said the area is not
representative because students
do not live there .
"We wouldn't have anything
to assess if we didn't try it in

Deadline approaches
to drop winter classes

ll'liu@ ~@@I ©@l.i'[p)@i1

Corrections
•Umi,ersity qfrbnide will correct: aU -en:ot'$ ·QCCutring in
its news articles:, If you find a problem with ·a Story - an
error of fact or Point requiring clarification .--i- please call
(612) 255-4086.
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*Downtown's largest dance floor, stage, and
video screen with freestyle d.j. mix and an
unbeatable light show.

Funds 'available for food
and shelter programs

Cloud Area at 252--0227.

because that:s a public street
and everyone shou ld have fair
access, including residents:·
Radel said. ,
He addgd the area is not the
most popular place to park and
the two-hour time limit should
e limi nate
any
monopoly
students have on parking.
The other student, SCS
graduate student Rich Ke ll y.
said he did not see how the
resolution wou ld detract from
students. ··1 try to live close
enough at school so I can walk
to it because I know how bad the
parking is," Kelly said. ,
Kelly added the system will
help student residents. 'There's
a lol of positives (lo living on
the sou th side), or else you
wouldn' t live there. If th is wi ll
he lp some of the residents. rm
all fo r it," he said.
Meyer reassured students
after the resolution was passed
that it was not an anti -student
move in any way. He said that
student s who live in the area
will have access to the pennits
as well. ··w e do in fact believe
that some students wi ll benefit
by thi s," Meyer said.

Every Thursday in the
Red Carpet band room:

The deadline to drop winter-quarter classes is Jan. 16. To
withdraw from classes, students must u~e the touchtone
telephone system before 7:50 p.m. on 1ues'd.iy.
Students should have their class schedule listed at the end
of the call to ensure the course was dropped.

Applications ace now being accepted for the federal
Emergency Food and Shelter Program. Approximately
$67,591 is available this year for those in need.
Organizations· that are able to apply must be non-profit
and have demonstrated the ability to deliver emergency food
and/or shelter programs to those in need. The fund s are
available for u~ in Stearns, BentOn and Sherburne counties.
United Way (!f the St. Cloud Area wiU Coordinate a board
representint_l~eal. governmental ag_encies~ non-profit
o r,ganizations: _and businesses ' to revi~w ~pplications; The
board will ~ e n d organizations. tliat cte~~ve funding to
the national board that is chaired by the Feder.-] Emergency
Management Agency.
.
v+
The deadline for completed applications is Jan. 18. For an
application, or for more information, contact Betty Schnettler,
Director of Fund OiStribution with the United Way of the St.

one section," Berg said.
The potential for expans ion
into su rroundin g ·areas- of
campus was also a concern,
Mielke menti oned. "It still
would be advisab le to not go on
and expand thi s further until
we' ve tested it for at least one
year in that area," Meyer said in
response to the concern .
Councilman John Ellenbecker
said large generators of parking
are required in ·st. Cloud to
provide adequate parki ng onsite, except for SCS. The city
has a right to regulate the use of
the street, Ell enbecker added.
"Students shouldn't expect
that they can have a monopoly
on parking," Ellenbecker said.
Meyer said the resolution will
not eliminate the possibility of
students parking on those
streets. "This is not parking by
perm it only. We' re not forc ing
students off the street," ' Meyer
said .
Two SCS students spoke their
concerns at the meeting. One of
them was sen ior John Radel,
who said the issue is commuter
traffic . ··1r we' re going to look at
them as com muters, then where
they belong is irre levant

Thursday, January 18 is
"Student Appre~iation Day''

~

,;:Happy hour from 4 p.m. - 9 p.m. in the Keller',
free food and reduced prices on all
domestic and microbrews.
*Open taps from 9 p.m. - 10 p.m. in the band room .

Appearing January 20 - Space Heaters
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Editorial
Bye bye Bertram

Joe Bertram broke law,
defied public's trust
The recent resignation of State Sen.' Joe Bertram
of Paynesville in the wake ~fan ethics investigation
was his only way out and to save face.
Joe Bertram shoplifted a leather vest from a
country-western store in September. Allegations
have surfaced that he _tried to bribe the store owner
and his brother, State Rep. Jeff Bertram, who
represents District 14B, is in on covering it up.
Something stinks in Bertrarnville.

ff Joe Bertram wou ld have been found guilty of
bribery, the penalty from the ethics committee
would be forfeiture of his office and never holding
office again.
Whatever the circumstances with the Bertram
brothers, Joe Bertram defied the public's trust. He
does not deserve to serve the public.
In his resignation letter to the Senate Majority
Leader Roger Moe, Bertram said he was resentful
for the way he was treated by the political process
since he admitted shoplifting.
Too bad Joe, you should have thought about that
in the store in September.
Public officials need to be held to a higher
standard and serve the needs of their constituents. If
a public servant defies the public's trust, he or she
should be run out of office. The people who the
official served shou ld also have a say in the penalty
for breaking that public trust.
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SCS employs exceptional faculty members
by Christel Borgheiinck, Opinions editor
Alex Lloyd's column in
University Chronicle on
Tuesday brought up
important issues regarding
a small number of the
instructors at SCS.
I am in the middle of my
third year at this university.
During my time here, I
have had experiences that
were disappointing and
even quite bizarre
involving my professors. I
would like to share some of
these with Chronicle
readers. I won't mention
any names. I am not so
brave.
As a freshman, I was
surprised to find so many
of my instructors wasting
class time complaining
about the very institution
that paid for their wellbeing.
One professor did not
approve of the arrangement
of the seats in the
auditorium. He was so
consumed by the injustice
of scant leg room that he
started a petition to get new
seats installed.
A history professor,
obviously not satisfied with
his wag~s. decided to make
a little extra income by
publishing a book. So far,
so good. Turns out, he was
not a gifted writer by any
stretch of the imagination.

" At SCS, the casual
atmosphere gets out of hand."
Due to his greed and sloth,
his students were required
to dish out forty dollars a
head for a book that was
sloppily patched together
and full of grammatical and
spelling errors. We were
also required to tear pages
out of this _book so it had no
resale value at the
bookstore. I would use only
one word to describe this
man; crook.
My §ophomore year I
encountered two more
professors who had no
business in the clasSroom.
One was a failed artist who
"ended up" teaching. Thedrama he would never
share on stage was now
mine to enjoy as his captive
audience. Stand-up comedy
routines and re-enactments
of Keanu Reeves' worst
perfonnances occupied an
hour of each of my days for
a quarter..
The other bad professor
spent the first 15 minutes of
each class period discussing
baseball and his lonely,
single daughter. What these
topics had to do with
vegetation in the Andes
Mountains, I will never

know.
Some professors do not
seem to realize where they
are and why. I was shocked
and appalled when in the
middle of a lecture this fall,
my professor climbed on
top of the desk and laid
across it. Without a second
thought he continued the
lecture. while lounging in
this fashion. Some
instructors must not
consider this a real
university or teaching a real
job. Showing up for work
with uncornbed_hair and
dirty clothes would be
grounds for firing in the
real world. At SCS, the
casual atmosphere gets out
of hand. Students are guilty
of this, too, but a school's
image depends on its staff
as much if not more than its
students.
While these stories are
exceptions to the rule I
think it is important that
students speak up when the
education they are paying
for is not being provided.
because instructors are
abusing their positions.

iu ,
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OPINIONS
Student defends
faculty members
In response to Alex Lloyd's column in
Tuesday's University Chronicle: where
does this writer go to school? As a student
at SCS, I don~t see where he gels off
making assumptions about our faculty like
those in his letter.
·
Yes, Jeff Bineham deserves a bravo!
Everything stated in his lcllcr about his
classes is absolutely true. This is a
dedicated professor who genuinely cares
about his content as well as his students.
My experience with Jeff Bineham has been
nothing but positive. He is a true asset to
thi s university, and I wou ld suggest him as
a teacher for anyone.
I do not know who this author has been
taking classes from at SCS, but the
majority of my professors here have been
there for me whenever I needed them from
8 a.m. 10 5 p.m. and at night by telephone.
When I cannot get a hold of them, it is
usually because they have faculty
meetings, organizations 10 advise.
conferences to attend or research to do.' I
am certain our faculty members have many
more duties I do no1 even know about. I
highly doubt they rip off my research for
1heir personal gain, as Mr. Lloyd might

believe.
I find the books I need for my classes at
the bookstore and most of the professors
order correctly. lf the bookstore runs out,
professors are understanding and usually,
at least in my case, have put off book
assignments until everyone is prepared. I
do not know many professors who choose
and use the same textbook for years on
end. The columnist seems to make the
counter argument to what students
complain so much about buying textbooks
when professors change titles and/or
editions.
Like Mr. Lloyd said and like Jeff
Bineham said in Sunday 's St. Cloud Times,
there are some professors who do not carry
.their own weight. I do not think anyone
cou ld argue with that, but I can happily say
my education at SCS has involved less
than a handful of that small group.
Perhaps Mr. Lloyd should get used to
the few professors who are not so good
and concentrate and enjoy the excellent
professors that SCS has to offer. If he
would like to know who some oumanding
ones are, he can certainly call me. I have
obviously had a much more positive
educational experie;nce here at SCS and I
am sorry he has had to live so much
''horror'' first-hand.
Holly J. Pringle

senior
English

"~

Assault information must be correctly interpreted
The headline in the Jan. 5, 1996
edition, "Sexual assault re ports
inc rease on campus," is misleading and
is not an accurate representation of the
facts . There were also several
inacc uracies within the story I feel
need explanation.
As assislant director of Sexual
Assault Services, I wou ld like to clarify
that sexual assault reports are not
increasing at SCS. Reported sexual assault numbers are about average
compared to other years at this time. It
was correctly reported that last year at
this time "only six assaults were
reported." However, it is not an
accurate conclusion to suggest reports
are increasing. Whe n compared with
statisti cs over the last 5 years, this
year's 14 reports are average. It may be
a more accurate conclusion to assume
last year's statistit;s were unusual due
10 under-reporting. Furthermore, it is
too early iTI the year to draw such
conclusions.
To understand sexual assault crime
reports, one must understand there is a
difference between reported sex ual
assaults and the' actual assaul ts that are
occurri ng. There are many variables
affecting the number of reports
including, but not limited to, actual
assaults. Peopl~'s perceptions about
what may happen if they report, a
victim's denial, awareness of the
reporting policy, and publicized sexual
assault cases arc all examples of other
variables that can affect reporting. Last
year, a sexu;il assault involving a SCS

,t l:d
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student was highly publicized. Other
victims of sexual assault may not have
told anyone. fearin g their cases would
also be made public in the newspaper. I
believe this may have greatly
·
influenced reporting last year.
It is important for SCS campus
members to understand SCS's sexual
assault reporting poilcy. A ll sexual
assaults are reported to the Women's
Center. These reports can include thirdparty reports, and the victim's name
can be kept anonymous. These reports
are for statistical purposes to monitor
awareness, climate, perception and
actual assaults. This is not the same as
reporting to the police or reporting a
conduct code violation to the
university.
Analyzing sex ual assault reports
requires an awareness of historical
events, sociological factors and crime
victim psychology. For example, whco
SCS began to aggressively address the
issue of sexual assault and increase·
awareness on campus. we expected
reporting to increase due· to the
increased awareness but also expected
actual assaults would decrease.' When
analyzing the numbers, all variables
must be conside red.
I would also like to challenge the
interpretation that " punishme nt for
perpetrators has not been severe." I
agree the criminal justice syste m is
slow and reluc1ant to take on
acquaintance rape cases . The university
judicial syste m yields very different
results because SCS has take n a stand
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to not tolerate sexual assault. Sexual
assault cases arc being adjudicated and
perpetrators are being sospended and
expelled from the university. There is
no1 a more punitive sanction than
expulsion at the university level.
The article incorrec tly stated " if
someone reports an assault to the
university, the unive rsity itself mak~s
the decision whethe r or not that person
will go before judicial council."
According to the SCS guidelines. thi s
decision is based on what type of
allegations have been made and what
sanctions would normally result from a
findin g of responsibility. Cases that
would result in suspension or e xpul sion
are usually referred to the judicial
panel. However, an accused stude nl can
waive the right o f a pane l hearing and
request an administrative hearing.
I encourage all campus community
members to read the conduct code
gu idelines to become aware of j udicial
proceedings at SCS, In form a1ion on the
code of conduct and gerJeral policies
and regulations can be found in the
SCSU Student Hand book s1ar1ing on
page 7. I also encourage individuals to
read for themselves the Sexual Assault
Quarterly Re port, which can be
obtained form the Women 's Center. so
they can do their own analysis and
draw.their own conclusions.
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Wellstone:

Minnesota Higher Education
Board has claimed ii as their top
priorit_y, and it is the only project
Gov. Ami Carlson is backing for
the Higher Education Board.
Opatz urged students to tell
their local legislators about the
importance of the library to higher
education in the state.
A question was posed by an

a question that got back to the
topic of jobs and the lop-sided
economy. She asked what should
be done to correct problems.
Wellstone and Opatz both
responded to this issue in their
own manner.
Wel\stone explained what
should be done nationally.
"The living wage is the key

many Parts of the country in terms
of the unemployment rate, but the
key issue is the livable wage
One factor that influences the
livable wage is the afford ability
of health care. Opatz praised MN
Care, which helps out 90,000
people who do not have insurance
or are under-insured. These people
arc now in a state program which

drew -near, Wellstone encouraged
members of the audience· to list
concerns they had about the
government and various other
issues. Among the topics listed
were: mudslinging campaigns,
affordable housing, environmental
concerns and cuts in federallyfunded art programs.
John
Skoog ;
Student ·
Government president, raised his
concern over high pay, high aid
tuition in the state and how higher
education could be made
affordable.
In an exclusive interview
following
the
presentation,
Wellstone shared hi s reaction to
the presentation at SCS.
"I was inspired by a real good
turnout. I love to see the interest in
public affairs, regardless of the
students' points of view," he said.
The issues that people raised at
the end of the presentation that
stood out most in his mind were
the living wage, decent jobs and
concern about the environment.
As he heads back to
Washington D.C., Wellstone will
be at work challenging the cuts
that are being proposed by
Republicans to balance the
budget.
"There is just not a Minnesota
standard of fairness when it comes
to things being cut," Wellstone
said. "I think all of the corporate
welfare and tax cuts that go to big
multi-national
corporations
should be on the table. People just
view Gingrich's agenda as way
too extreme."

a war,'' he said. "I think this is
going to be a peacekeeping
mission."
Opatz was asked what his
legislative priorities are in the
Minnesota Legislature.
He responded by saying the
proposed $30,000 library project
is his top pri0rity.
"It's a big inves1ment, but it's
very, very important to the quality
of education al St. Cloud State,"
he said.
He pointed out that the

audience
member
about
corruption
in
goyernment.
We\lstone proposed three steps
towards action:
First ,
change
the · way
government works. Secoiid, send
the message that when people
hold public office and do not live
up to the public's standards, they
need to be told that is
unacceptable. Third, stop the
across-the-board political bashing
of politicjans by other politi~ians.
A woman in the audience asked

issue,"' he said. "Women, children
and people of color are
disproportionately hurt by c1M.
The disproportionate number of
the cuts in the attempt to balance
the budget asks the very people to
tighten their belts"""who can't, and a
disproportionate number of the
people get the benefits who don't
need them."
Opatz answered the question
with a local perspective.
He started by pointing out that
Minnesota is much better off than

helps with costs and allows them
to use their earned wages as
livable wages.
Another factor is to encourage
small locally-owned businesses.
He praised local legislative eITorts
to encourage small businesses and
discourage low-paying retail jobs,
which arc far too common in St.
Cloud. Manufacturing and hightechnology jobs that pay higher
wages arc ones that should bf!
encouraged, Opatz said.
As the end of the presentation

Lea Aune, senior, is 'the
president
of
the
Public
Administration Club. She shared
her reaction after the presentation
to having Wellstone and Opatz
logether at SCS.
"I don't even know how I can
put into words how rewarding this
is to have such a' small
organization get such a prominent
political leader here,'' she said.
"On our part, that we were able to
get him here is a big thing for St.
Cloud·State ·and for our club."

Southside:
,

Open forum yields concerns from audience members: from Page 1 - ·

Wellstone questioned where the
education and job training is and
how higher education will he
affordable for people in the future.
Education and jobs are issues that
are on people's minds, and ones
Wellstone wants t'O address, he
said.
The federal budget was the last
topic of the introduction.
The two points he raised were
whether people think the budget
should be balanced by the year
2002, and where the cuts should
be made to accomplish this goal.
·'Where would you -make the
cu!s?" he asked. "How would you
reduce the deficit. and where
would you not make the cuts?
Where would you make even
more investmeftt? How would you
do it, based on which Standard of
fairness? Who is going to be asked
Lo sacrifice'!"
Wellstone reassured those
present that the efforts students
made to reduce the cutting of
federal aid to college s1udents
actually made a difference. "At
least the worst was stopped. You
all made a huge difference."
The presentation was then
opened up to questions from
members of the audience.
The first question posed by an
audience member addressed why
Wellstone supponed the United
States involvement in Bosnia. The
audience member compared the
situation to Vietnam, and
Wellstone pointed out the
difference.
"I don't think this is going to be

Julia

Peterson/Staff Photographer

U.S. Sen. Paul Wellstone, D-Minn., and Rep. Joe Opatz, DFL-St.Cloud, team up to speak
to students Wednesday afternoon on the stairs of the Atwood Little Theatre.

campus police department not feasable

"To the best of my knowledge, there has
been no communication between the
university :ind anybody to find out who
these problem students are," Anderson said.
"They could l?e selling drugs to anybody
and the university would not care as long as
they did it off-campus."
Grube said the university truly docs face
many constraints when dealing with.
students who corrimit crimes other than
felony offenses.
''There are limits-bo1h legal and in terms
of liability has to what the university can or
is willing to do," Grube said. ,"We are
unwilling to act as a judiciary system, but
we may well want to step in and deal with
people or groups that refuse to treat the
community in a civil matter."
Grube said the university intends to
stress in freshman orientation the need for
proper behavior in the community.
However, he said he does not intend to go
back to' a system where the university
functions as a guardian.
"What some neighbors woi.ild like is for
us to adopt a polity like those of the i 930's,
40's and SO's," Grube said. "A doctrine

where the university functions as the
unofficial parents when the student is at
school. That's a bygone age and there arc
even some laws that limit how far we col.lld
go in that area."

Security
Many residents recall 1987, when the St.
Cloud Police Department established foot
patrols who walked the South-side streets
and were able to quickly report and respond
to disturbances. St. Cloud Police Chief
Dennis O'Keefe said the situation was out
of control when the department decided to
utilize officers on foot.
''The situation on the south-side didn't
begin in 1988,'' O'Keefe said. "Everybody
pegs that as the date, but in 1987 frankly it
was a disgrace in my mind. A group of
adolescents run amok. I sat down there and
I walked the south side and there was a
noise level akin to a football g;tme.''
O'Keefe said the foot patrols worked, but
because of budgetary constraints and a
decision by the courts, the assignment had
to be dropped. However, some on the south
side feel that University Public Safety

fromPage2--------

officers should be employed to walk a beat they're reitl, but the ones I' ve seen at SCS
on the streets around the university. don't look real," Mehoves said. "The ones
• at USC were getting ready to join· the Los
O'Keefe said that would be a bad idea.
"Why don't you create a police Angeles--Police Department anct" they were
department on campus and send them out real. They could get the job done and that
into the community?" O'Keefe said. "W~at helped to protect students."
Grube said students need not be exposed
the hell do you think I' m doing? We already
have the administrative structure in place so to the same risks as actual police officers
why duplicate it? It doesn't make any and said the university could . be found
sense."
liable should something happen to them off
University Public Safety Director Mark of the campus.
Petrick, who is also the current president of
O'Keefe said such an endeavor would
the Neighborhood University Community simply cost too much.
Council, agrees with O'Keefe and said that
''The idea of having a university police
sending his department off campus would force has been bandied about for years,"
O'Keefe said. "What is the goal of a
be a mistake.
"We're
not
a certified police university? Education, and you want to
department," Petrick said. "It is violent out maximize the amountof dollars ,you spend
there and we have nothing we can match in that area. In my estimation, you would
spend $100,000-$200,000 to set up the
that with. We're not prepared."
• Mehoves said the university should department to start with, Then, you're
develop a security force like the one he going to increase the payroll because your
witnessed when he lived near the pefSonnel will have to be licensed and so
University of Southern California in Los they w~II not be students for the most part.
Angeles, where security guards operate off- You're not going to be able to pay those
people any more than I pay my people
campus near the school.
"Security guards on campus are great if now." #
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One wears a star on his arm, the other may one day have
a star on Hollywood Boulevard 's infamous Walk of Fame.
Two SCS graduates share the paths they took to achieve
success in their chosen professions.
by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer

they'd like to explore in their c:trcers.
Mies worked pan-time as a prison
guard while he aucnded SCS and after
State conservation officer Brian · graduation he was hired full-t ime. Mies
Mies of St. Cloud is proof a post~ enjoyed hunting and outdoor activities
college job search can be successful.
and had an interest in the cnvironmenl.
Mies, a 1988 gradua1e of SCS who Consequently, Mies chose 10 pursue a
majored in criminal justice studies with job in the Department of Natural
an emphasis on wildli fe and a minor in Resources.
health and traffic sa fety, said, "St.
In order 10 get a job with the DNR a~
Cloud S1ate has a preuy good a state conservation officer. Mi es
reputation within law cnforcemem for needed to gel his police officer's
its criminal justice program."
license. In the summer of 1990, Mies
Barry Schreiber. professor of auended police officer training in
crimi nal justice, said the SCS criminal Alexandria. After Mies completed his
justice program places a strong training program, he was hired by the
em phasis on deve loping skills DNR and given a post in Pine City,
involving critical thinking, research Mino. Mies worked in Pine City until "'
and writing.
August, 1994, and then was transferred
"We try to give our students a strong to a post in St. Cloud.
background in, law enforcement but we
Mies' patrol area ex1ends from St.
encourage students to think about their Cloud to Kimball and from Clear Lake
job searches early in their degree by to Cold Spring. He is required to work
work ing with internships and 40 hours each week. but is able to set
volunteering," he said.
his own hours. His duties vary from
ln1emships with law enforcement day to day, but include registering
agencies in Minnesota, as well as other hunters and fishermen, watching for
slates, are arranged through the poachers. working with fur trappers,
criminal justice department However, regulating lhe accivity within his area,
volunteer work and other oppor1uni1ies and educating the community aboul
to become involved and gain recreation opponunities as well as
experience in law enforcement' abound outdoor safely.
in St. Cloud.
Mies_' advice . for job seekers is.
On campus, interested students can "Start selling your sights on cenain
work. for University Public Safety, join realistic goals and work toward
the Criminal Justice Association which achievl_ng them also an imponant
1nee1s weekly and get involved with thing iii to go to interviews. The more
other activities. Within the city of St interviews you go 10 the better you
Cloud. students can join the Explorers. get."
or explore part-time and summer job
Mies alsb suggests siudents
opponunities within law enforcement, interested in a criminal juscice studies
go on ride-alongs with police officers, major contact the criminal justice
and do volunteer work with local department to ensure they are taking
agencies - such as a sexual assault courses which fulfill lhe requirements
center or a women's shelter. Students for the major. The number for the
who have a broad range of experience criminal jusck-e depanment is 4101.
working in the field will gain valuable and the number al the undergraduate
networking contacts and have a belier advising office is 3016- bolh offices
idea of what area of law enforccmen1 arc located in S1ewan Hall.

Pat Christman/Assislant photo editor

Brian Mies is a Minnesota conservation officer for the
Department of Natural Resources. Mies graduated from
SCS in 1988 with a degree in criminal justice studies.

by Jessica Foster
Business editor

Tom Maher graduated from SCS with
an accoun1ing degree in 1983. Thirteen
years later he is a New York stage actor
on the verge of making the coastal
transition to Los Angeles.
Maher has not abandoned his
education in accounting. It is his
education which provides him with 'the
means to live when he cannot make
enough money in acting. While Maher
said he had a great time at SCS, -his only
brushes with acting came in the forms
of a beginning acting class and a small
role in a production of Macbeth in the
early 1980s.
He now performs in plays in New
York playing characters such as
'Digger.' The production involved
Judge Raybeen, Lill y Langtrec and a
town by the name of Vi nnagaroon in
Texas. The production, described as a
fic titious account of true evems, was
one of Maher's favorite roles, he said.
He hopes to land dramatic, comedic
and sitcom roles in Los Angeles when
he moves there at 1he end of the month,
Maher said.
Maher is an educated man and
realized he needs to grasp opportunities
and not be too panicular about the roles
he plays ... In this profession, steady

paid work is a major victory,'' he said.
A role he notes with interest is the
role of Kramer on Seinfe ld. " It is more
fun to play on~ of the more off-beat
characters. A lot of the time the
support ing characters are more
interesting and the lead characters
control !he show." Maher said.
" A lot of the people I look up 10 tend
to be fil m stars in older movies people like Jimmy St~wart, Jack
Lemon. Walter Matheau and Henry
Fonda. I have the greatest respect for
people who have endured for decades in
the industry,'' he said.
This alum learned by taking risks and
suggests students broaden their
horizons if they wish to succeed.
" It took me a long 1ime to get from
Minnesota to New York. Once I was
there it was just nothing. These things
seem so distant. If you wam to do
something you just have to do it. It is a
great world once you get beyond St.
Cloud,'' Maher said.
Maher suggests once the horizons
have been ex plored, take everything in
and enjoy what is available. "Some
people are going to bitch about
everything and some people are going
to have a great time in the most
hellacious situations. It is j ust a matter
of how you look at things."
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Eastman relaxation center
helps students shape up
by NicoleVanDerGriff
Assistant news editor
Campus Recreation and
Health Services/S .H.A .P.E.S.
have joined to bring a resource
and recreation center for
students to campus.
The Eastman Relaxation
Center had its grand opening

to have more people involved,"
said Dani Baker, fit ness
program coordinator with
Campus Recreation. "We
would like to be open more
hours and be more accessible
lo students and staff."
A variety of tests and
evalutions can assess a
student's health for only $10.

and projects. In fonnation is
avai lable in books and on video
tapes dealing with the topics of
medicine, fitness , drug use, sex
and other health issues that
affect everyone's daily lives.
"This is a room that Health
Services and Campus Rec got
together
fo r
fitn ess
assessments," Baker said. "We

celebration
- , - - - - - -- -- -- - - -- a I s o
Wednesday in
decided to
Easiman
Hall
make
Room 103. The
more of a
celebration
;esource
coincided with a
a
n
d
kick-off party
relaxat ion
for the winter
center."
quarter exercise
P e c r
inccn_tive
educators,
program. The
w
h o
program, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -represent
"Natural High Competition," is
"The center wil l help S.H.A. P.E.S., work in the _
a team competi tion open to students keep on track in an center to help students and to
students and staff every year.
exercise or fi tness pl an," promote physical well-being
The Eastman Relaxation Jessica Maki nen, SCS senior and awareness of alcohol and
Center, otherwise known as said. "Here we can test their oth er drugs . Representatives
"The E.R. ," is now open fo r flexib ili ty, blood pressure, wi ll also give massages if an
SCS students, faculty and staff. body
composi1ion,
food appointment is made.
The center is open from I to 10 record , muscular endurance
"This is unique now because
Mondays
through and other evaluations."
we are putting all three areas of
Chris Fowler/Staff photographer p.m.
Mick Beverly, senior exercise physiology major, pedals while
Thursdays and I to 8 p.m. on
The center also has wellness into one pl ace,"
junior geography major Val Altepeter takes her blood pressure
Fridays.
materi als available which can Makinen said.
Tuesday in Eastman Relaxation Center.
"Eventually, we would like be a resource for school papers

"The center will help
students keep on .track in an
exercise or fitness plan. "
- Jessica Makinen

Senior
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VoUeyball standout takes skills to the track
Minnema goes from jumping for kills to jumping for distance
by Kris Aksteter
After being an All-American in
volleyball, Swen Minnema has decided
she wants more.
Minnema, a senior from Mankato, has
joined the Husky track and field team.
She will run the 100-meter hurdles and
compete in the long jump.
"I want to see how well I can perform,"
Minnema said. "Track was always fun
for me in high school and I'm excited to
get back into it after all this time."

In case you're not fam,i.liar with Swen
Minnema, she has been a member of the
Husky volleyball team the past four
years.
Minnema's honors include being
n~med All -,Conference three . years,
second team All-America, and fii-st team
academic All-America this past season.
This past fall, she led the Husky
volleyball team to their best season iii
years and a berth in the Elite Eight
national tournament in Florida.

in volleyball, she has decided to take on
another challenge - track and field.
Minnema was recruited out of high
school more for her track ability than her
volleyball ability.
Knowing that should make some track
coaches around the North Central
Conference quiver.
"I enjoyed volleyball so much better
than track. I didn't like running that
much," she said. "Track was more
stressful for me than volleyball."
Minnema articipatcd in the state

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer
After being named an All-American volleyball player, senior Swen Minnema will run for the SCS track and field
team. Minnema, who has not competed in track since high school, will run hurdles and long jump for the Huskies.

SCS hopes to end work ethic troubles
Hockey squad to face Badgers on the road
by Kerry Collins
Sports ed itor
The Huskies have fallen prey to
poor play in the third period, and
sophomore goaltender Brian Leitza
said the problems can be summed up
in two words.
"Work ethic," Lcitza said. "It's the
same thing every time and it 's our
work ethic . If we don't work hard we
won't win."
SCS stands at 5-14-2 overall and
4-12-2 in the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association. The Huskies
travel to Madison , Wis., this
weekend to take on the University of
Wisconsin . The last time SCS faced
the Badgers, the Hu skies came away
with a win and a tie - a tie that
easily could have been a win.
"We know we can beat them and
that should help thi s weekend,"
junior forward Dave Paradise said.
"They stole a poi nt from us last time
right at the end and we want to go in
and prove we are the better team"

" It's the same thing every time and
it's our work ethic. If we don't work
hard we won't win. "
- Brian Leitza
SCS sophomore goaltender
SCS was swept by the University
of North Dakota last weekend,
dropping the Huskies to ninth place
in the WCHA. The squad will be on
the road for the next two weekends,
a place where suc.cess has been
almost non-existent this season for
SCS who has an 0-10-1 road record .
"The problem is they are at home
and we are on the road," said head
coach Craig Dahl. "We haven't
played bad on the road, we just
haven't won."
The UND series showed the
Huskies what they need to work on,
Leitza said, and was also a low point
for them. "It was a let down because

it was probably some of the worst
hockey we've played," he said.
"There is no reason for that. We just
didn 't work hard enough and we
have to start."
In order for SCS to pick up any
points on the road, Dahl said the
team will have to play solid the
entire game, includ ing the third
period.
"We have to have a sense of
playing 60 minutes with a solid
effort," Dahl said. "The third period
took confidence out of us and
rightfully so."
· See Hockey/Page 1O

school track meet four years, three at
Mankato West High School, and her
freshman year in Wheeling, Ill.
In the four years Minnema competed in
the state meet, she qualified in 13 events.
She won both the I 00 hurdles and the
long jump her senior year.

"Swen is very talented," SCS head
coach Tracy Dill said.

"She has only

been practicing since the start of last
week, but she has been working very
hard."
Minnema is looking forward to the
start of the season, but she knows it will
be an adjustment.
"I'm nervous for the meets," she said.
"The level of competition is so much
more difficult than what I was used to in
high school. It has motivated me to work

harder in practice."
This will be Minnema's only year of
competition in track and fie ld. She plans
on graduating this summer with a degree
in biomedical science.
"It has been a lot of fun so far," she
said . "They deal with so much more
technique than I did in high schoo l. That
will be the most difficult thing to adjust
to, but I'm looking forward to it."
Dill said he has been pleased with
Minnema's performance in practice so
far. "She has great strength ,and has a lot
of talent. It's just a matter of refining her
technique," he said.
This weekend will be the test for
Minnema and the rest of her teammates
as they travel to their first meet of the
season at the Gold Country Invi te in
Minneapolis. Her first chance to compete
at home will be Jan. 20.
"l can ' t wait to get out there and see
how I'll do," she said. "I'm not putting•
any expectations on myself for the first
meet - just that I do the best I can. I'll
set my goal after that when I know what
to expect."

Women's hoops
hopes to rebound
after road losses
by jeff Maiisanger
Staff writer
The SCS women's basketball team is happy
to be at home and is looking to bounce back
after they lost lwo straight games last weekend
in North Dakota.
Tonight the Huskies (8-5 overall, 2-2 North
Central Conference) host the University of
South Dakota, and tomorrow SCS hosts
Morningside College. Both games start at 6 p.m.
in Halenbeck Hall.
" It's nice to have the games at home,"
freshman forward Stacy Ruberg said. "We've
done really well on home court."
The Huskies are 7-0 at Halenbeck Hall this
season, including 2-0 against NCC teams . They
,defeated the University of Northern Colorado
and the University of Nebraska - Omaha at
home Dec. 29 and 30.
"We play well on home court," head coach
Lori Ulferts said . "Hopefully we' ll get the
students over here."
See Women's hoops/Page 11
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Men's basketball coach closes in on wins record
Raymond only three victories awpy from a/I-time mark at SGS
by Rob LaPlante
Staff writer
205 down, three to go .
With three more victories, SCS head
men's basketball coach Lloyd "Butch"
Raymond wi!L go down in history as the
all~timc winningest coach at SCS by
breaking the record currently held by Red
Severson with 207 .
Raymond currently is in his twelfth

season as head coach of the Huskies
where he has posted a record of 205- 127
for a winning percentage of .617 since
1984.
"I've been fo rtunate to keep Tlly job
long enough to win a few games,"
Raymond said. "I think this record is also

a reflection of the players and coaches
over the years as well."
Raymond accred its

much

of his

success to his assistant coaches.
Assistant coach, Kevin Schlagel has
been an assistant under Raymond for all
12 of Raymond's years at SCS and is in
his 16th season with the Huskies.
"As a coach, Butch tries to be fair but
finn with the players," Schlagel said. "He
wants the game of basketball to be as fun
for the players as possible."
Senior forward TCH:id Bouman, credits
Raymond with much of his success as a
basketball player at SCS.
"If it wasn 't for him, I wouldn't be here·
in the first place," Bouman said. "He
recruited me out of high school and he's

WCHA STANDINGS
Cont.
W-L-T
Colorado College 15·0-3
Minnesota
13·3·2
Denver
12·5· 1
Minnesota-Duluth 11-8-1
North Dakota
10-9-1
MichiganTech
7-8-3
Wisconsin
6-11-1
Alaska-Anchorage 4-11·3
St. Cloud State
4-12-2
Northern Michigan 1-16-1

Overall
Pts. W-L-T
33 17-1·3
28 17-3-2
25 16·5· 1
23 15·8·1
21 13-10-1
17 9·11-3
13 7-14-1
11 5-12-2
10 5-14-2
3 3-19-1

Results Friday
North Dakota 4, St Cloud State 2
Colorado College 6, Minnesota-Duluth O
Minnesota 7, Denver 3
Alaska-Anchorage 1, Wisconsin O

Results Saturday ,
North Dakota 6, St Cloud State 3
Colorado College 7, Minnesota-Duluth 3
Minnesota 3, Denver 2
Wisconsin 6, Alaska-Anchorage 3

WCHA Schedule /
Friday, Jan. 12
St. Cloud State at Wisconsin
Michigan Tech at Northern Michigan
Minnesota-Duluth at Minnesota
Alaska-Anchorage at North Dakota
Colorado College at Denver

Saturday, Jan. 13
St. Cloud State at Wisconsin
Michigan Tech at Northern Michigan
Minnesota-Dulu1h at Minnesota
Alaska-Anchorage at North Dakota

Sunday, Jan. 14
Denver at Colorado College

/

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

Head men's basketball coach Butch Raymond is only three wins away from becoming the all-time winningest
coach at SCS. Raymond could tie the record with a pair of victories this weekend.
always taken care of me."
being a basketball coach is building a
On the court, Raymond has put
Away from the game of basketball , relationship with the players.
together a solid resume by winning three
Raymond says he enjoys reading novels,
"I enjoy watching the players coming straight North Cen tral Conference
going to movies with his wife Linnea, out of high school into college and championships (1986-88). In 1986, he
and just spending time with his family.
developing from a boy into a man over was ·named NCC coach of the year and
Raymond is also a father of two four years," he said. "I like watching the NCAA Division two Kodak District
daugh1ers, one son, and just recently players grow academically and socially, Coach of the Year.
became a grandfather.
and without a doubt, seeing them get 1heir
He says the most enjoyable part of degree is my proudest moment for them."
See Raymond/Page 11

Hockey: scs ready to

battle Badgers from Page 9 - - - - Huskies hope to pick up first road wins

The Badgers are a bigger
team than the Sioux were, but
UND is a faster squad.
Although the Huskies picked
up
three
points
from
Wisconsin last time, they
know it will be a tough series.
"They are a bigger team
and we match up well with
them," Pardadise said. "It
will be a tough series but
knowing that we beat them
here will help."
The Wisconsin series could
provide a boost in confidence
for the Huskies, but SCS will
have to focu s on only one

game at a time, Paradise said.
"It would be nice to get
confidence against Wisconsin
to make up for the losses to
UND," he said. "We just have
to set that aside and take it
gam~ by game and get on a
roll."
Not only . are the Huskies
tired of ,their work ethic
problems, but they are also
tired of losing, and SCS will
have to win on the road to
move up in the WCHA,
Leitza said.
"We know we didn't work
hard enough and we're

altogether really, really,
really tired of losing," Leitza
said. "Hopefully by realizing
that it will turn things
around."
Another problem for the
Huskies, according to Dahl ,
was the fact that the first year
players are carrying the load
in the scoring department.
"Our best scoring players are
in their first year with the
exception of Paradise," Dahl
said. "You can't rely on
freshmen to carry your
scoring."
Once the Huskies' work

ethic rolls around and they
only worry about the next
game, wins will fall into
place, Paradise said.
"Once we get everything
going and working hard, the
goals will come," he said.
"We have to look at the
weekend now instead of
looking ahead too much and
not worry. We just have to
block everything else out."
The games are scheduled
to begin at 7:05 p.m. Friday
and Saturday at the Dane
County
Coliseum
in
Madison, Wis.

Husky swim team battles flu, travels to St. John's
by RyanVoz
Managing editor
The Husky men's and women's
swimming and diving teams need not
pack their bags 1his weekend, even though
1hey are on the road.
The Huskies traVei to St. John's
University today for an invitational meet
at 9:30 a.m., in which Division II and
Divison Ill athletes from 12 different
schools will be competing against each
other.
"It's going to -be an exciting meet
because there is goi ng to be so much
talent in the water," said SCS head coach
Diane Heydt.
The Huskies schedule this season
consists of 1hree home meets, while they
travel for 10 of them. According to Heydt,
1he team is glad they are only going to St.
John's, because they consider this to be a
home meet.
"We take thi s invite as a home meet,
because it is so close and everyone ·can

sleep in their own bed," Heydt said.
Last year the women's learn won the St.
John's Invitational, while the men
finished second. After last year's finish,
the expectations are high for this year's
invite.
"It has always been a good meet for us,
and we are looking to see if we can sweep
both sides," Heydt said.
The flu has been going around the team
recently, but according to Heydt both
teams are healthy and ready to go for this
weekend's meet.
Even though she was battling the flu at
last weekend's University of Minnesota
Gold Country Invitational, sophomore
Sarah Loquai still managed to record a
405.20 score on the I-meter dive which
broke the SCS school record. ·
The old mark had been set by Emily
Wicktor with a score of 392.15 in 1993.
"I never thought about breaking the
record, and I just had a really good meet,"
Loquai said. Loquai has qualified for
nationals in the one-meter and three-

meter diving events, and no.w she hopes to
maintain consistency and hopefully make
the top ten at Nationals coming in March.
Another top perfonner on the board
was sophomore Ryan Bucher. For the first
time this year, Bucher qualified for
Nationals in the one-meter dive with a
score of 455.25.
"I was really consistent and I just didn' t
blow any of my dives," said Bucher.
In the water, junior Megan Haseley
finished third in the 200-meter breastroke
with a time of 2:34.57. "The 200
breastroke was a really nice swim for
her," Heydt said.
UMinn. captured all first-place finishes
at the Gold Country Invite.
"It was a really tough meet and the
competition was real hard," said Haseley.
The Huskies look to improve their
times and scores as they head into the
NCC conferenc·e meet on Feb.21.
"We should win this weekend and
shouldn't have too many problems,"
Haseley said.
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Women's hoops:

Huskies will have hands full with
Raymond: ·
South Dakota and Morningside this weekend from Page 9 - - - Coach could tie
Coyotes tough inside, Chiefs bring experience
mark this weekend
Ulfcrts said she is happy to be home
this week because many of the players
had tests th is week, and playing al home
defi nitely makes it easier on the players
academ ically.
USD comes int0 tonight's game with
a 6-6 record, 1-2 in the NCC. The
Coyotes have a strong inside game and
are very aggressive, Ulfe rts said.
"USO is going to play !ough playerto-playcr defense,'' she said. "They arc
very scrappy."
With !heir tough defense, USO does a
lot of trapping , Ulferts said. The
Huskies wil l have to be able to get their
offense in a good rhythm to win.
"Offen sively, as long as we do what
we're supposed to do, we' ll be fin e," she
said.
The Huskies should have an
advantage inside against USO because
Natalee Heisler, an All-American postplayer, probably will not play due 10 a
knee inj ury.
''She's really a gOOO center," Brenda
Meyer, SCS senior center said of
Heisler. "It's a disadvantage fo r them."
On Saturday the Huskies host

Morningside, who have dropped fi ve
straight games entering this weekend.
On Jan. 6 Morningside lost to USO 6664, so the two Husky opponents appear
to be equal.
·'Morningside is a big team,"' Ulfcrts
said. "We are going to play up-tempo
basketball."
Morningside returns all ft.Jc of their
starters from last year's team. Their
leading scorer is Jessica Johnson, a
sophomore from Bloomington who is
averaging 12.4 points per gan1c.
Stephanie Erwin is another good (,layer
from Morningside. She is a 6-2 senior
who has attempted 67 three-point shots
this season.
Meyer said the Huskies have shut
down key players from other teams so
they should be able to stop
Morningside's top two players.
Katie Shea, a freshman guard who
averaged 10 points in two games lasl
week despite being sick, sa id the
Huskies cannot look past US O on
Friday to Morningside, like they may
have done last weekend.
"We have to take the games one at a

time,•· Shea said. "Last week in the
UNO. game, we were kind or look ing
ahead."
Shea is just one• of three freshman
who are starting. The other two are
Stacy Ruberg and Teri Watkins. uirerts
said the Huskies have to start three
freshman because senior forward Heidi
Stuberg will miss the next two or three
weeks because or a broke n hand
suffered in the UNC game Dec. 29.
"'Not very often in the NCC do you
start three freshman," Ulferts said.
She also said the Huskies have to play
much better than they did last week if
they arc to win the games this week.
"We have to play better defense and
rebound , because that killed us in both
games," Ulferts said. "Ir we play better
defense and rebound, we can stick with
these teams."
Rube rg also said playi ng good
defense wi ll be important for the
Huskies if they are going to be
successful this weekend.
"As long as we stay with our people
and call the switches (on defense) we' ll
be fine ," Ruberg said.

Husky Weekend Sports Schedule
Hockey
Jan. 12-13
at U of Wisconsin
Men's and Women's Track
Jan. 13
at Northwest Open (University of Minn.)
Swimming and Diving
Jan. 12-13
at St. John's Invitational
Jan. 14
at USD Diving Invite

Men's Basketball
Jan. 12
hosts USD 8 p.m.
Jan. 13
hosts Morningside 8 p.m.
Women's Basketball
Jan. 12
hosts USD 6 p.m.
Jan 13
hosts Morningside 6 p.m.

from Page 10 - - - - - - - ·'On the floor. he knows his players
and the roles they have," Bouman said.
•·off the floor. you can talk to hi m and
he'll listen and always be there for you."
Raymond and the Hu s~ies return
home for three straight NCC games
starting thi s weekend Friday ni ght
against the Univers ity of South Dakota
and Saturday nig ht against Morningside
College, boih games start at 8:00pm.
If the Huskies can win both games
this weekend, Raymond could break the
record Sat urd ay, Jan. 20 agains t
Mankato State Uni versity.
In 1973, Raymond was head coach at
MSU and accumulated a 164-133 record
with the Mavericks. II would be fittin g if
Raymond breaks the record against the
team he used to coach for I I years.
USD and Morningside will be a good
test for the Huskies, as both teams are
right behind the Hu ski es in the
standings.
.. USO is a veteran, experienced team,"
Raymond sa id. "'They have an
outstanding point guard in John
Hemenway and they have four starters
back.''
If the Huskies want to continue their
undefeated streak at Halenbcck Hall (80), they have to continue playing solid
defense.
"We have to come home and play
tough defense," Bouman said. " Last
Saturday ni ght, our defen se wasn't very
good and we have to be belter this
weekend if we want to get a couple of
wins."
Despite the loss last Saturday night,
the Huskies are currently tied for second
place in the NCC w ith a 3- 1 NCC and
11 -2 overall record in the 1995-96
season.
"This weekend will be a good test for
us," sophomore guard Nate Pe lowski
sa id . "Right now I don't think the NCC
gives SCS baskctba\1 the respect it
deserves. I think it's time we start
gaining that respect."

RAIN FORFSf REsCUii; So 'fHAT
A CURE FOR CANCER MIGHT BE
FOUND IN YOUR LIFhilME
Saving li~-es 111:1~· hini:e on i-.1vin1:our planet"s rain
forests. Scientists have identilicd 3.000 plants as
havin~ anti-cancer l)ropcrties ... iO"oofthem
are found only in the rnin forest
It may just be that the cure fur ca1KW,
AIDS. or one ofa host of disea!it!scim he founa
in a oo!urful. fragile, little flower 1;1-owing
deep in the heart of the rain forest. Ki~ht
now you can join The National Arl,or D:iy
Foundation and support Rain Forest
ltescue to help stop the destruction. Wh·n
_vou join, the Foundation will pn•~rW'
threatt>ned rni11 fore~! in your name.

fu rnnl~i~~~)~;~2i2~1:53R
1\1 11,t

l11II

Don't just worry aboutHN.
Do something about it.
If }Oll think )CN.l are at risk for HIV Infection, llOW's the time to
<-"onsider counseling and tesi:ing. If you test positive, work with a doctor to
make decisions that are right for you. lhc <.-arlier this happens, the more

medical aire can help.
Talk 10 a doctor, )OUt health department or other local AIDS
resources. Or, COlllaCI. !he Q uiet Care Clinic, Midtown Square Office
Buik:ling, 3400 First St reet , N. 41h Bldg., SI. Cloud, MN 5630},.

(612)2S5--615S.

-

HN is the virus that causes AIDS.
·111is is a lllCSS.tgl· sporn;on:d ho)• the Milllll'SOW l)(;partmcnt 1if lk-.1lth
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SUMMER - FALL RENTALS

Q~et~?!~,~:!o~s j(e

Classic 500 & River Ridge Apts.
Fall Rates: $ I 98 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150

* Off Street Parking* C~ntrolled Access
"' Dishwasher
* Microwave
* Tuckundcr Parking
* lnd. Locked Bdrms

* Laundry

* Air Conditioning

* Mini Blinds
* Heat/Water paid
* Free Basic Cable
* On Site Caretaker
CALL TODAY!!
253-1100

The best place for your money isn't SOME BANK...

ITS YOUR
STUDENT CREDIT UNION!!
The Minnesota State University
Student Association

Federal Credit Union
Offl;lring a full line of financial services
right on campus, in Atwood Center A152.

.Open 9:30 to 3:30, Monday through Friday.
Phone 654-5474 - Fax 255-3972

Pauly Shore

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS
Famous US. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet
Ouriny the r,on-snow oH season tho U S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the 'Ski Team· diet 1o lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Thc11's

right • 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diel is chemical food
nclion nnd was' devised by a lamous Colorado physician especially for
ill(! U._S. Ski Team. Normal ener(.JY is_rnaintained {very i~po~1ant!) _while
wduc1ng . You keep "lull' - no s1mva11on - because the diet 1s designed
that way. It\; a die! that is easy 10 follow whether you work, travel or slay

n! horne
This is. honestly, a !antastically successful diet. If it weren'1, lhe U.S.
Women's Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Righi? So
give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gels. Lose weight lhe
scientific, p1')ven way. Even if you've tried all the other diets. you owe ii to
yoursell to try the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet. That is, if you
really do want to fose'20 pounds in two weeks. Order toclay1 Tear this oul
as a reminder
Send only $8.95 ($9.60 in Ca!U.)-add .50 cents RUSH service to
American lnstitule, 721 E. Main Street, Dept. 254, Santa Maria, CA
93454-4507. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weekst Because that's what the Ski Team Diel will do.
\C, 1995

APARTMENTS
WITH COMPUTERS .
Think about it, next year you can live in an
apartmcnl building with a computer. dedicated phOne
line, and a lazcr printer available 24 hours a day
for ylmr use at no charge to you.

We have Windows. Word for Windows.
Word Perfect, a connection to the library,
MNWAS and much more.
~

Bridgeview S o u t h . Bridgeview West

Call Today!!
253-1100

S11ephen Bald-in

llelffllNii 1;{IR1t;14
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ONE MANtS DREAM...
, , Whed we let freedom ring, when we let it ring from every
village and every hamlet, from every state and every city, we will
be able to speed up that day when all of God's children, black men
an!l white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be
able to join hands and sing in the words of the old Negro
spiritual, 'Free at last! Free at last! Thank God Almighty, we
are free at last!' , ,
-

Martin Luther Kin g, Jr. Excerpt from his "I Have a Dream" speech
delivered on the steps at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington D.C.

on· August 28, 1963
several principles became clear. He
called for avoidance of ex ternal as well
as internal violence anq he urged a spirit
and
of love among all men. King also
Nicole Wimberger
encouraged people to stand up for their
Staff writers
values, saying, ''I must confess I am no1
· afraid of the word 'tension.' I have
earnestly opposed violent tension but
o the degree thai I hann my there is a constructive, nonviolent
brother, no matter what he tension which is necesSary for growth."
is doing to me, to that extent
Darius Larsen, pastor of University
I am harming myself," Rev. Lutheran-Church of the Epiphany, said,
Martin Luther King, Jr., "I give- thanks to King on this Martin
once said.
Luther King, Jr. weekend, for
King 's words exemplify his quest.Jo.c_ challenging me to live by my
peaceful resistance to injustice. He convictions."
believed people of all races can work
Natasha Spoden, a third-year SCS
together to form a better world.
student and a co-coordinator of the
On Aug. 28, 1963, King told 250,000 Student Coalition Against Racism
people at a civil rights demonstration in (SCAR), said people must learn from
front of the Lincoln Memorial that he King 's words, courage and from what he
had a dream. This dream called for a stood for, because the issues faced today
"state. .. where little black boys and parallel those faced in the sixties.
black girls will be able to join hands
There is still room for improvement in
with little white boys and white girls and areas such as integration and racial
walk together as sisters and brothers." harmony, Spoden added.
King called for his dream of unity in
Shahzad Ahmad, interim director of
diversity to be realized by all people. • the minority studies program, said he
King was 26 years old when his did not think thei"e had been a change in
campaign for justice began with the individuals. even though the policies for
leadership of a bus boycott in change are in place.
Montgomery. Ala.
According to Diane Werner, leader of
As he pursued his civil rights ideals, First Nations People, "Martin Luther

Stoiy by

Sarah Tieck

T

King. Jr. was interested in cultural
exchange, (as) we all have something to
offer." She adds King was a great leader
of all people. a brilliani man and a man
of vision.
On Nov. 2, 1983, a bill introduced
into congress by Gerald Edgerton Talbot
to recognize King's leadership. sacrifice
and vision, was signed by former
President Ronald Reagan. Now, in
nearly every state, Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day is observed on the third Monday
in January.
New Hampshire, the only state that
does not have a Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day, did not forget about King. Rather,
they remember him with other civil
rights leaders on the state's Civil Rights
Day.
"It is important that we remember and
hold the tradition of all our leaders who
have done things for social change,"
Spoden said.
Theresa McNutt, fifth-year student
and graduate assistant at the Richard R.
Green House, stated, "King should be
recognized for his efforts."
In his "Letter from Birmingham Jail,"
King wrote, " If not now, when?" True to
this statement, efforts to achieve King's
Dream continue today, with grou ps such
as SCAR and the Student Government's
cultural diversity committee.

John Skoog, senior and Student
Government president, says, " It 's
unbelievable the magnitude of diffe rent
cultures that we have here (at SCS)," hut
he adds that ove:11l1, King's dream has
not been reached, as racism still exists
everywhere.
"Educating people is the key;·
McNutt said. McNutt's statement
exemplifies the missions of SCAR and
the cultural diversity comminee organizations dedicated to educating
people and creating multicultural
awareness.
Stacy Ann Kraker, SCS senior and cocoordinator of SCAR, agrees and adds,
''Each person is unique and has had a
unique experience. It's hard to lump
them together under one term. It 's really
important to just respect (people).
because respect is the bottom line."
Martin Luther King, Jr. was
remembered on campus Jan. 11, with a
birthday celebration sponsored by Black
Students with a Cause, the Office of
Minority Student Programs. Minority
Studies, Council of African American
Students, Hmong C lub, Women 's
Equality Group atld Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano De Aztltin. The
even! was held in the Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium.

College bowl to challen_ge knowledge and mental reflexes
by Tiffany Sershen
. u n i versity Program Board's
College Bowl, the varsity
sport of the mind, will take
place at 6:30 p.m. Jan. I6 in the North
Voyageur room in Atwood Memorial
Center.
The game chall enges knowledge
and quick-thinking abilities. However,
one does nol have t0 be a genius to
play. Subjects include mu si~. movies,
current events, literature, geography,
science and history.
"It 's for people who like 'Jeopardy'
or 'Trivial Pursuit' that aren't the best
in sports, but like the taste of
competition," said Chris Baxter, UPB
graduate assistant.

Teams of four people compete to , after a hiatus in hopes to implement
answer two types of questions: toss- the program in next year's budget.
ups and bonuses. Toss- up questions Played intercollegiatcly through the
arc worth IO points each and can be Association of College Unions
answered by only one person from International , the questions must be
either team. The team who answers a pu_rchased in order to compete at the
toss-up correctly gets a chance to regional level, Baxter said.
answer a bonus question worth 20 to
"On a college campus there's
30 points. Each game lasts about 15 always going to be people who fit into
minutes, played in two seven-minute a College Bowl family - who are into
halves .
that sort of useless trivia sort of thing,"
"This is the first step to bringing he said . "That's why we're bringing it
College Bowl to SCS. Next fall there back."
will be a tournament on campus and
For more information, contact
those teams that win will be able 10
play on a traveling team to compete Baxter at the UPB office in AMC I 18
regionally and hopefully naiionally," or call 255-2205.
Baxter said.
College Bowl is returning to SCS
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'Heat' has powerful plot, performances

E

very year, Minnesotans
DeNiro plays McCauley wi th
can count on bei ng forced
the cool-but-don' t-mess-with-me
to deal with wi nier _
toughness that is now his
weather. But that is also
"()ii7: trademark.
when many studios
the
Kil mer, whose bill ing
release the movies they
practically gets lost af1er
feel have the best Oscar
,....,._,.. Pacino and DeNiro,
conti nues his career trend
chances, and this year is
of playing diverse
no different
characters. rn ··tteat,"'
··Heat"" is likely to
Kil mer's character is
gamer a few nomi nations,
simply ugly, and in more wa'ys
and right fu lly so - it is one of
than one. Sc.:raggly cut hair and a
the best movies of the year.
This movie is a grandiose, epic facia l scar rc ncct the inner
turmoil from cri minal behavior,
talc of a criminal who will let
compulsive gambling and
noth ing stand in hi s way and the
drinking, and j~st being a bad
cop that wi ll stop at nothi ng. lo
husband.
bring him in. Thi s movie created
Vincent Hanna (Pacino) is the
a buzz in Hollywood months ago
cop on the case, and Pacino puts
becau se of 1he sole fact that
a
lot
of energy into the part. A
Robert DeNi ro plays the criminal
deep script really lets Pacino pull
and Al Paci no plays the cop.
out all 1he slops with plenty of
This duo fueled 'The
chances to go off on tangents.
God father JI " to the first Best
The part almost seems to have
Picture Oscar ever awarded to a
been written for Pacino, because
sequel - yet they shared no
it mixes so well'with his style.
screen 1ime.
Hanna will do whatever it takes
ll1ey are together again fo r the
to hring the gang to jail. even if it
first time - as polar opposites.
destroys his marriage.
runaway trains on a collision
course ... Insen your own cli chC.
See Film review/Page 15
DeN iro plays McCauley, the
leader of a gang that heists
armored cars and sui; h. DeNi ro is
a kind of '"honorable 1hiel" who
masterminds ex tremely complex
robbe ries. Still, McCauley has to
reign in crazy underlings. among
them Tom Sizemore ('"True
Romance"), and his buddy Val
Now Playing at:
Kilmer ('"Batman Forever"), who
McCauley helps keep his life
Crossroads Cinema 6
together.

"Heat"

Rating: (10/10)

**********

Copyright 1995 Warner Bros.

Robert DeNiro plays top-level career thief Neil McCauley in " Heat" with Al Pacino.

Campus e-mail use on the rise, technology racing to catch up
by Jessica Foster
Business editor

S

Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer

J~I Starzecki, junior, speech communications major,
checks his account for e-mail Wednesday afternoon in
the LRS computer lab, where he works as a consultant.

tudents and faculty are
taking up communicating
via e-mai l faster than
fu ll -co lo r,
multi -page
documents fi ll up a one megabyte n oppy.
According to infonnation
pub li s hed in the Academic
Computer Services data letter.
e-mail usage has skyl'OCketed
from 73,000 logins in the fall of
1992 to an excess of one
million logins last fall .
Randy Ko lb, director of
Academic Computer Services.
said he is not surpri sed by the
rapid increase of e-mail usage.
"'Until newer techn o logy
comes along it wi ll increase,"
he said .
"Within 1hc last year nonnal,
average people have realized
the power of the internet," said
Justin Wampach , campus wide
informatio n
syste ms
coordi nator.
" II is an absolutel y incredible
tool as a student. as
anything. I think it's really
going to change the inte lligence
factor. It is so convenient to get
the in fo rmatio n. People who
don' t have accounts are mi ssing
out beyond bel ief. T hi s can
change your world," he said.
Academic compute r fee s

have allowed
for
better
technology, Wampach said .
"The students have voiced their
interest in 1echnology. A lot of
that has to do with the
academic computer fee . T he
main goal at ACS is to make
s ure
people
have
the
infonnation available. We are
trying 10 solve prob lem s,"
Wampach said .
"We are much better off than
we were fou r years ago. We
were way behind - now we 're
o n-track with other schools,"
Kolb said. .
"We have technology a lot of
other students don ' t have. For a
university of our size we are
ahead of the game," Wampach
said.
Kri ssy
Smith,
junior.
business management major,
has worked in the Beehive for
three years, and has witnessed
the transfonnation . ''The first
year I worked here, students
had to come here and actuall y
pick up an application and wait
a few days to get the account,"
she said . ' The second year they
were
handing
out
the
application s
at
freshman
orientation. Users went up by
the thousands. Tigger had to be
upgraded - the old system was
too bogged down.''
'This year they've gotten rid
of most of the applications and

put it on Netscape and it takes
five minutes," Smith said .
The onslaught of usage has
resulted in fuller labs. Workers
in the Beehive are required to
take a headcount each hour to
measure usage. An average of
50 to I 00 students are in a lab
on a given afternoon, Smith
said.
"E-mail allows you to stay in
contact with family and friend s,
providing
they
al l have
accounts," s he said . " It 's so
muc h cheaper than making
long-dist,Jnce cal ls.
Sara Swanger, freshman ,
grdphic design major. got o nline shortly after fall quarter
began . Swanger
e-mail s
friends at other colleges and her
family in Hibbing, Minn. "I got
it to communicate instead of
talking on the phone. It is
cheaper to e-mail," she said.
Swanger said many of the
women on her floor in Steams
Hall congregate to one of the
residence hall's rooms with a
computer to check their mail.
Soon, however, it may be
simple r. Terminals have already
been set up to check accounts
in Atwood Memorial Cen1er
and will soon be added to other
buildings around campus,
Wampach said.
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Film review:

'Heat' has Oscar-caliber performances from DeNiro, Pacino

Copyright 1995 Warner Bros.

Al Pacino plays street-smart, dedicated detective Vincent Hanna in
"Heat'. Pacino's character is after a cold-blooded career thief, Neil
McCauley, played by Robert DeNiro.
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If nothing.else, "'Heat" is a great tool to
let DeNi'to and Pacino cut loose and try to
outdo each other. It is a showcase of"
acting and powerful drama.
Writer/director Michael Mann is
probably most famous for his work
producing television's "Miami Vice." lrr~986, he directed the taut psychological
thriller "Manhunter."
' "Heat" has to be Mann's crowning
achievement. Mann weaves an intricate
story that seamlessly shifts from hero to
villain while detouring to a subplot here
and there. The shifts are so seamless, you
might even need a minute every once in a
while to tell which story is being
followed.
Mann seems to be most interested in
the challenge between the two central
characters - the rival ry, if you will.
The ad campaign billed "Heat"" as a
saga, and I think that word is appropriate.
TI1c running time is almost three hours,
and a trend lately has been to criticize
long films (I have given a few shots about
length myself). But I would have a hard
time cutting this movie down at all. The
whole idea of these two larger-than-life
characters, these two icons of good and

Sweet nothings and flowery
phrases up for competition
bY Dana Niebert
Staff writer

H

er heart pounded furiousl y
against his broad, well-muscled
chest.
"Oh,
Lance;'
she
murmured as his mouth descended upon
hers in a kiss of fi ery passion ...
"Tales of Romance" is the theme
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from Page 14

evil clashing like titans, needs this story
to build that tension.
The film needs that time to build these
huma·n characters into epic archetypes 10
give their rivalry the ten~ion and drama
that is does. But Mann does not !eave you
hanging with three hours of dialogue;
there is plenty of action to be had.
In-between action scenes, the powerful
script allows the characters to dovclop.
giving the film much more dep1h and
character than typical cops-and-robbers
yarn.
I have hCard other critics' detractions of
this film and I just don't agree . I think
many filmmakers today should be
conscious of lengthy movies, but that is
because the film does not !ill the time
well enough.
This is not the case with "Heat."
·'Heat" is a movie that aspires to be more.
It is two men in search of their own
interpre1a1ions of greatness, and each has
it in his grasp. Each has forces working
against him, dragging him down. And,
ultimately, each has the other as the only
thing in his way. '"Heat" rises above the
typical Hollywood fare, and soars into
greatness.

diverse seg~ent of the student population
get involved with writing. Senc said.
"We wanted a broader range of
students to get involved," she said.
Koppcrudc said the committee was
looking for a panel of off-campus
judges because the type of
writing required for thi s sort
of story was so different.
For the Spooky Story
Contest, she said, the

contest.
coordinator Jacqueline
Sene, a junior, said the
contest is new this year.
"We thought it would be
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Signs: $488 thm,1sand spent so far from Page 1 The exact number of disabled students
on campus is unknown because they are not
required to disclose the information.
"If it is required by ADA it doesn't
matter if you have 200 disublcd students on
campus or two," said Bird.
The funding for the changes being made
are coming from a ten million dollar budget
appropriated by th"e state. So far SCS has
used $488 thousand, said Ludwig. SCS has
hired a contractor to do the work.
Debra Carlson, Interim Affirmative
Action Officer, thinks the changes are all

for the best.
"I think it 's important we have our
university absolutely accessible," she said.
Carlson also said she thought the signs
would probably be used quite a bit.
Ludwig said it was important not to
hinder disabled persons · in being
independent and able to make their way
around campus without havihg to ask for
help.
"A handicap doesn't exist unless there is
an obstacle in the way," he said.

A twood
Center
January 19 at
4 p.m. The
response is
expected to
pretty good, Sene said. About 20
applications for the contest have been
picked up so far, she said, but no stories
have been submitted yet. She said the
average response was about 15 stories.
The contest was a ~ay to allow a more

awarded as prizes.

For more information contact the UPB
office in AMC 118, or call 255-2205.
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I TESTING.

1

Spend Sunday
night at

1st Avenue
~•,
.0·1 ·

··,,

1 Newman Center
396 First Avenue South

.

"the Catholic Church
on Campus"
Sunday evening liturgy at 8 pm
Saturday: 5:30 p .m.
Sunday: 9a.m .. ll:l5a.m. 8p.m.
Mass & l~vcnb 251-32(; I

Offit-e25l -3260

HOT.
MAC.
DEALS.

Burn, baby, burn- disco inferno . .

Power Macintosh' 7100/80 w/CD
8.11B J«lf/700.lfB bard drit't,
PowerPC"60Iproeessor, CD-ROMdrii-e,
15" color mo11ilor; ke:rboard and mouse.

Macintosh Perfomul 8214CD
8AfBFWUIGBharddrive,
Pou:erPC-603 prrxe.s<»r, CD-Raif drive,

I5cdormonilor,~voarri,mouseand
alftbe softU'are_)OO"'re/ikelylo need.

Not the burger, pal - the killer computer.

Cheap, Not as cheap as a taco, but he/
PowerBook"5300/100
8.l!BR:l\1/500,\!Bbarr/1/nl'e,
Pcn1:e_:PC-60Jprocemr

Color StyleWriter' 2400
w}CardShop Plu!/

lnkcarlridgeandcableinduded.

-n➔pl ■ M•Wl·iiHl'i;i+MMR•~i;hi-iiiM!§;
Unfortunate~', they won't stay this low forever. So you need to forget about how hard your life is fora
Being a student 1s hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh' ~asy. So easy, in fact, that the minute and start thinking about how easy it will be with a Macintosh. The com- Ap
J,,
prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices. puterthatgi\'esyou the poo'er any student can use. The power to be your best~

p1e•

For further information go to
Academic Computer Services, ECC 101
*All bundles include Claris Works & the Performas include additional software!
These systems are now in stock!
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Cheese curds, the deadly .::ipper and blue ribbon heifers all ma!(e up KVSC 's 50 hour irivia Fair marathon.
It will run from 6 p.m. ~riday, Feb. 2nd through 8 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 4th. Call 255-3066 to register your team
(team size unlimited) or stop by KVSC in room 27 Stewart Hall to pick up the rules and registration forms.
It only costs $25 per team and all teams must be registered by the 5:30 p.m. deadline on February 2nd.

Policies

0Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
• Classifieds price: five words a line, $1 a line. Six words con stitutes two lines, costing $2.
• Notices are free and run only if space allows.
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition .
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unli!ss an established credit exists.
•
• Call University Chronicle at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

CTfEIIFBil•MMti
'96-'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. 57 locations.
One-bdrm to four -bdrm.
apts. Two -bdrm. to
eleven-bdrm. houses.
Great locations. Well
maintained. Dan , 2559163.
'96-'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. One and twobdrm. apts. SE loca ti on on
busline. Nine-month
leases . $360-$400.
Twelve-month leases
$320-$360 . Fr ee parking .
Dan, 255-9163.
1-BDRM. APTS . Only
$345 - $360/mo. Utilities,
Campus Clipper Busline,
plug-ins, on-site laundry.
Low security deposit,

255-9262.
APTS. NEAR campus.
Available now and next
school year, 654-6535
APT. TO SUBLEASE.
Two-bdrm . available
Marc h 1. $375/mo. Call
202-9275 for more info.
APT. ROOMS available .
Men/women. Special rates
for sp ring quarter. Cable
paid . Select Properties,
253-1154.
APT. FOR BLDG. MGR.
Position open June 1
through spring qi.Jarter '96
a-r the most attractive
bldg. across from campus.
Avg. ten hrs/wk.
Competitive hrly. wages ,
no need to work off
campus. You would share
one of our four-bdrm. apts.
with your friends and be
responsible to oversee a
quiet & pleasant bldg. with
the organized, honest &
self-starting individual
that follows through on
directives and is in town
most weekends. Open to a
man or woman. Call Mark
at 654-9481.
AVAILABLE JAN. 1.
One & two-bdrm. apts.
$345-$415/mo. $200
deposit. Utilities and plugins included. North ern
Management, Inc, 255-

9262.

BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths , dishwashers,
microwaves , pa'rking,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management , 253-0910.
CABLE INCLUDED!
Single rooms for only
$210/mo. All utilities
included. Avail. now. Call
today, 255-9262.
CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid .
Results Property
Management , 253-0910.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1996 summer & fall best
choice! Across from SCS!
Attractive, clean, quiet,
well-cared-for building
with classic design.
Practical price & more
perks like -sun decks,
whirlpoo l spa, reserved
heated park ing ,
dishwasher, microwaves .
Tour us 8 / 4 U make your
choice! Call 654-1544 to
take a look and more info.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms, four
bathrooms, close to SCS.
Dishwasher, microwave,
heat paid. Call 251 -8284.
FEMALES: HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus . All
utilities paid . $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.
FEMALE TO SHARE quiet
two-bdrm. apt. Private
room, utiliti es paid ,
•
laundry, non-smoker, 253·

0451.
HOUSES. '96-'97 schciol
year. 33 houses. Twobdrm to eleVen-bdrm.
Respectful and responsible
students only. Dan , 2559163.
HOUSES. Well
maintained, prof. managed.
Great locations for '96'97 school year.
Responsible and respectful
students only. Dan, 2559163 or George, 252-

2052 .

HOUSING '96-'97. For
the most complete
selections of student
hoi.,sing call Dan or George,
255-9163/252-2052.
IMMEDIATELY.
Sgls/dbts·. One-bdrm. and
two-bdrm. apts. Near
ca mpus and SE locations.
Dan, 255-9163.
MEN AND WOMEN to
share four-bdrm. apts .
Available now and spring.
Heat paid, dishwasher,
campus close. 251-6005.
NICE SINGLE BDRM. in
four-bdrm. apt. Close to
campus. Ma ny extras.
Several available
immediately, 253-1320.
NORTH CAMPUS. One,
three and four-bdrm. units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1/ 4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid. Results Pro pe rty
Management, 253-0910.
OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center . Two ful l
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages ,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910 .
ONE-FOUR-bdrm . apts .

Elf. $199-$260. Offstree t parking , $15 . 2594841.
ONE-BDRM. APT. avail.
March 1. Very nice
hardwood flo o rs , double
car garage with opener.
George, 252-2052.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM .
apts. in duplex . Private
kitchen and bathroom . No
pets. Parking, 253-5340.

paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

funding. Qualify
immediately. (800) AID-

2-HELP, (800) 243-2435.
SUBLEASE SGLS/DBLS.
One and two-bdr.m . apts.
Eleven-bdrm . house. Dan ,

255-9163.
SUBLEASE LARGE
private room in a house
located next to the
International Studies bldg.
Available immediately.
Rent is negotiable. Call
250-5589 or 253-8055.
SUBLET DISCOUNTS
now and spring for men and
women in four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,

EPM. 251-6005.
SUBLET SPECIALS .
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to SCS.
Dishwashe rs , micros, and
heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
SUMMER. One to fourbd rm . apts. Many houses.
Great lo cations. Dan , 255 9163 .
TWO-BDRM . APTS.
totally rem odel ed. Close to
campus. Cable and parking
free. Select Properties,

253 -1154.

BUY 2, GET 1 tow ticket
tree : Hill Billy Hills snow
tubing in St. Joe is now
open with "mild to wild"
hills and tow ropes to get
back to the top. Private
parties are also available.
Call Hill Billy Hills for
more info . 363-7797.
DATING CONNECTION .
Sing le? Divorced?
Widowed? St. Cloud's
dating service off~rs
personality profiles,
photos, and video creation.
Professional, confidential.
For more information and
appointment call (612)
202-1212.
GRADUATES! Mark your
calendar! MSUS Job Fair
'96 is coming Feb . 5. If
you are serious about a
career,- thi-s...is your
opportunity to meet with
over 150 employers .
Reg is ter at Career
Services now!
GRANTS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS are
available. Billions of
dollars in grants. Qualify
immed iately, (800) 243 -

2435 (800 -AID-2-HELP )
UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm. units
with spacio us c losets,
parking, garages, security.
Heat paid . Results
Property Management,

253-0910.
WINDSOR WEST.. Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security. Heat
paid. Results ' Property
Management, 253-0910.

LOVE AWAITS you.
(900)' 255-2700 ext.
8830. $2 .9 9/min. 18+
Serv. u. (619) 645-8434.
PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call (612) 2531962 24 hrs/day . 400
East St. Germain St , Suite
205, St. Cloud.
RESUMES/COVER
letters. Professional.

240-2355.
PRIVATE ROOMS for
men and women near SCS.
·Heat paid, newer apts,
intercom entries, EPM .

251-6005.
RAVINE APTS. Fall
1996. 253-7116.
STATEVIEW. Large
four-bdrm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security, heat

ARE YOU LOOKING for
quality care and attention
for your child? Will care
for your child in my home.
Reasonable rates, 3630309. References
available upon request.
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants &
scholarships available!
Billions of$$$ in private

SINGLES NEEDED.
Desoda's is looking for St.
Cloud singles to be part of
an exclusive prom ot ion
starting Jan. 17. You'll
have the chance to be
paired up and "S ingl ed
Out" for a night on the
rown with someone new.
For information call Laurie
at KCLD's Music in Motion,

(612) 251-1450 .
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SPRING BREAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/seven
nights hotel/free nightly
beer parties/discounts.
(800) 366-4786. http;- www.mazeexpcom
TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE.
Special on Weds. for ROTC
and Guard Headquarters
and all other students, $5 .
All other weekdays, $6.
TYPING, SPELL check,
lase r printing. Campus
delivery, 240-2355.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and
courteous, will work with
you to determine a
shooting schedule that will
fit y9ur wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
photographers to make
sure that every angle gets
covered. Very reasonable
packages. For more
information call Paul at
654-8501.

•
500 SUMMER CAMP
opportunities in NY, PA,
New-England~ 0ho0Se-ffurriover 40 camps.
Instructors needed:
Tennis, baseball, hockey ,
rol lerblade·, soccer,
lacrosse, softball,
volleyball, basketball, PE
majors, education majors,
gymnastics, english riding,
lifeguard, WSI, water
skiing, sailing,
windsurfing, fitness,
archery, mt. biking,
pioneering, rockclimbing,
ropes, dance, piano
accompanist, dramatics,
cerarrifcs, jewelry ,
woodshop, photography,
radio, nature, RN's, chefs
and food service. Arlene
(800) 443-6428 or (516)
433-8033.
BILINGUAL HELP needed
for medical appointments
in the central Minnesota
area. Cambodian,
Vietnamese, Lao, Hmong
and Spanish . We pay
$40/appointment (2 hrs .
minimum), then $20/hr.
Driving at 29 cents/mi le
roundtrip. Call The
Bridge-World Language
Services tor an interview,
259-9239.

CARETAKER TEAM.
Apt. complex on SE side.
Partial rent credit for
two -bdrm. apt. Flexible
hours required. Apply at
Northern Mgmt, 1344 15th
Ave. SE, St. Cloud, MN,
56303 or call 255-9262.
*EXTRA INCOME '96*
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing travel brochures.
For more information send
a self-addressed envelope
to : C.C.L . Travel, P.O. Box
612290, Miami, FL 33261 .
IN COLLEGE and need
money? You can make,a
full' time income on a part
time basis. Call (800)
617 - 7616 for two minute
message. Then call (800)
920-3652 or 267-4267.
If no answer, please leave
message .
NANNIES! Winter-spring
placements nationwide. No
tee . Many benefits . One
year commitment only!
Nannies Plus. Call Sandy
(605) 532-3209 o, (800)
726-3965.
PERMANENT part-time
warehouse positior:is.
Flexible hours. Good pay.
Call Duane S. at North
Central Truck, 251-7252
or apply at 2629
Clearwater Road, St.
Cloud.
POSl-'flON-S A-VAIL:ABb-E
in student government.
Student Services
chairperson, Campus
Affairs chairperson,
Cultural Diversity
chairperson and Urban
Affairs chairperson.
Applications available at
A 116E and due by Jan. 16.
WORK AVAILABLE.
Looking for people to start
work immediately with
local company. Various
openings available. No
experience necessary.
Approx. $225-$335
avg./wkly. To schedule
interview phone 2511736.

1993 GE_O METRO, 51
MPG, .38,000 highway
miles, 5-speed, AM/FM,
great condition! $4,650.
Call 656-9000. Leave
message. Call returned.

MINT CONDITION
Minolta X -700, black body,
50 MM 1:1.7 Minolta lens;
manual, aperture pref,

program features, Minolta
280PX dedicated flash,
tiffen sky-ia filte r, coken
filter system. $235. Cal l
(612) 295-8449.
NEC VERSA 2000c laptop
computer 540 HD, 8 MB
active color screen.
Windows '95 plus more .
Phone 255-2637, ask for
Greg

JESUS ANO SATAN are
pretend. A majority that
does not protect minorities
loses its own sense of
morality. "Prayer"
works just as well as any
repetitious verbalization to
produce relaxation.
Repeating "Jesus and
Satan are pretend" or
humming "work" precisely
as well as prayer: There
is no supernatural
involved. The best
advocates of "Satan" are
those who profess to hate
and fear him the most.
Threatening people
(children) with torture
(hell) is verbal abuse. Is
communion (ritual
canniba li sm) a perfect
moral example? Atheism
is true.
JESUS ANO SATAN are
pretend. "Secular schools
can never be tolerated
because such a school has
no religious instruction and
a general moral instruction
without a religious
foundation is built on air.
Consequently, all character
training and religion must
be derived from faith. We
need believing people."
Adolf Hitler, Catholic,
April 26, 1933 to Bishop
Berning and Vicar Steinman
during negotiations leading
to the Pope Hitler
Concordat of 1933. Hitler
went through 12 years of
parochial school and one
year of seminary to
become a priest. All
schools in the Kaiser's
Germany and Nazi Germany
were state Christian
parochial schools.
Government support of
religious schools (e.g.
vouchers) destroys
diversity (e.g. holocaust) .
Separation of government
. and religion protects
diversity. Atheism is true.
Question .

~MUUi
LOOKING for a fu ll -time
career? Internship?

Attend Minnesota's largest
job fair! Contact Career
Services, AS 101 for more
information now!
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association. "Building
experience tor tomorrow."
All majors welcome. Join
us on Wednesday.s at noon
and 5 p.m. in Stewart Hall,
Room 308 .
INFO. MEETINGS for
Costa Rica. Study abroad
program at 4:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. Jan. 19, Sauk
Room, Atwood.
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103 . Contact Shelly, 2553171.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Studerit Society (PRS SA)
provides opportunities for
students of all majors .
Meets at 5 p.m . Tuesdays
in SH120. For more info .
call Erin at 240-8733.
FIRST NATIONS. meets
at 4 p.m . every ),
Wednesday. All students
welcome. Contact
American Indian Center for
more into .

JOIN ECO, the
Environmental Crisis
Organization. Meetings at
5 p.m. every Tuesday in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood. Recycle this
issue, it's free.

LGBT ACTIVIST
meetings are at 1 p.m,
Mondays in Women';:,
Center basement. Please
feel welcome to attend if
you're concerned with
lesbian gay bisexual
transgender rights and
community.

SCHOLARSHIP! Now
accepting applications for
three $100 Douglas Jirik
Memorial scholarships.
Pre-business or business
majors can pick up
applications in the busin ess
tfuilding main offices.

INTERESTED IN
photography? Come join
th e SGS photo club. Meets
at 1 p.m. Wednesdays in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood.

LOCAL LEGISLATORS in
an open forum. Noon on
Jan. 10 in Atwoods East
Lounge (near info. desk) .
Sponsored by Student
Government, 255-3751.
SCS BOOKSTORE
owner/managers
addressing question
concerns in an open forum
at 1 p.m. Jan. 16 in AMC
Little Theater, 255-3751 .
GSAL (Global Society for
the Advancement of
Leadership) is looking for
students interested in
leadership activities.
Meetings are at noon and 4
p.m . on Mondays. Contact
Nikki at 654-0234.
DELTA SIGMA Pl,
professional business
fraternity tor men and
women. Winter quarter
informational meetings at 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. Jan. 17 in
North Voyaguers and 5.:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Jan. 18
in Herbert Room.
INTERESTED in jciining a
fraternity? Call 2539755.
NONTRADITIONAL
Student Support Group.
Are you married, parent,
veteran, over 23? Meet
others, share experiences .
Meets 11 a.m. every
Wednesday in Stewart Hall

Volunteer.

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB :
Meets at noon on
Wednesdays, SH214 . All
students welcome. Bring
ideas. Future events:
Speakers, trips and
museums. Call 240-0680.
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS
Fellowship will be meeting
at 3 p.m. to 4 p .m. eve_ry
Thursday in the St. Croix
Room, Atwood. Everyone
welcome at this biblical
exploration of
contemporary issues.
CHECK OUT the Social
Work Association at 1 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Lady's
Slipper Room, Atwood .
Everyone is welcome. This
could be your chance to get
involved!
ANGRY ABOUT proposed
cuts to financial aid? Call
(800) 574-4AID. Get
connected with your United
States representative
free!! Call Student Govt,
255-3751 it you have
questions.
EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
cultures! Come join
International Students
Association (ISA).
Meetings are 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. every Thursday in
Lady's Slipper Room,
Atwood.
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We just found over 100 stores, services,
offices and departments specialized in
serving SCSU students. As luck would
have it,-they're all located in
a 10' x 7' area.

7

Whether you're looking
for financial aid checks or deciding which bus
route takes you downtown, the new SCSU
Interactive Student Directory puts them at
your fingertips.
You can-contact over 100 university offices
and departments as well as off-campus stores,
businesses and services. Our easy-to-use
SCSU Interactive Student Directory lets you
discover in minutes what the St. Cloud area
has to offer.
All this is available in the 10' x 7' SCSU
Interactive Student Directory in Atwood
Memorial Center (located on the main floor
behind Campus Mart/ Atwood Store.)

Employment opportunities accessible at SCSU
Interactive Student Directory are: ARIA,
Meyer Associates, Manpower, Kelly
Temporary Services, Express Personnel
Services. The following businesses and
services are also accessible: Metro Bus,
Eastside Chiropractic, Big Brothers & Big
Sisters, St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy Center,
Shamrock Limousine, The Auto Doctor,
Campus Book & Supply, St. Cloud Regency
Beauty Academy, SCSU Bookstore, River
City Fitness, Recovery Plus, Lock Doctor,
MSUSA, Birthline, U-Pik-Kwik, Mathison
Motors, Club Germain, Allied Group
Insurance, Family Planning Center and
Woman House. New businesses and services
are added daily. Come see it today!

